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Abstract: Background/Objectives: This research aims to
identify the relationship between refractive errors measured by a
refractometer and refractive errors using Zernike coefficients
measured by an aberrometer. Methods/Statistical analysis: This
study measured Zernike coefficients C_2^0,C_2^2, and
C_2^(-2) of 6mm and 4mm-pupil areas using a wave-front
aberrometer. They compared and analyzed sphere, cylinder, and
cylindrical axes calculated by the coefficients and the values
measured by the auto-refractometer. Findings: The study
showed that the average difference between the sphere value
measured by refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer was -0.03D,
smaller than the difference of 0.15D between the sphere values
measured by the refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer. The
difference between the refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer was
0.12D for the cylinder, smaller than the difference of 0.17D
between the refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer; next, as in
sphere and cylinder, the difference between the refractometer
and 4mm aberrometer was smaller than difference between the
refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer for SE values. The
correlation analyses showed that the correlation between the
refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer was higher than
correlation between the refractometer and the 6mm-aberrometer
in
all
of
sphere,
cylinder,
and
SE
values.
Improvements/Applications: When simple refraction values of
lower-order aberration replaced values measured using
wave-front aberrometer, it seems adequate to set the measuring
range as 4mm of pupil diameter than 6mm.
Keywords: refractive error, Zernike coefficients, sphere,
cylinder, cylindrical axis

I. INTRODUCTION
Test measuring the refractive errors for glasses or contact
lens corrections are classified into objective refraction test
and subjective refraction test. A common objective refraction
tests uses retinoscopy and auto-refractometer, and an
auto-refractometer that does not require a tester’s skills is
widely used in optical shops or ophthalmology. Subjective
tests include the ones using trial lens sets and
phoropter.Many studies have identified that autorefraction
tests have higher accuracy and reproducibility than
subjective refraction tests[1-4].
Zernike Polynomials is widely used as a standard format to
arithmetically quantify wavefront aberration, which were
used to develop various aberrometers to measure aberrations,
identify the status of refraction, and use them in wavefront

surgeries considering these[5,6]. Various researches have
been conducted on the relationship between refractive errors,
which are refractive errors measured by aberrometers, and
values measured by auto-refractometers, reporting that there
are correlations between refractive errors measured by two
methods[7-9]. The HOAs measured by an aberrometer are
affected by the size of pupil diameter, which have been
reported to show a difference depending on the type of
aberration[10,11]. This research divided the refractive errors
measured using an aberrometer to be within 6mm and 4mm
of measurement range, and compared these values to the
refractive errors measured using an auto-refractometer.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was conducted on eyes that have no
ophthalmology diseases in cornea and retina and have not
received relates surgeries. Also, research subjects included
318 eyes of 159 people who did not wear hard contact lens for
more than 6 weeks and did not wear soft contact lens for more
than 4 weeks. The average age of 91 male and 68 female
research subjects was 29, and their age ranged from 19 to 35
years old.
The study measured the refractive errors and Zernike
coefficients
of
eyes
using
KP-9000pw,
the
wavefrontaberrometer of Hartmann-Shack method. The
spherical equivalent power vector M and Jackson cross
cylinder and
were calculated as follows by Zernike
coefficients
, and
that were measured[12].
(1)
(2)
(3)
The values calculated by the conversion formulas below
were used for sphere (S), cylinder (C), and cylindrical axes
(A).
(4)
(5)
(6)
The study compared and analyzed the sphere, cylinder,
and cylindrical axes calculated and the values measured by
the auto-refractometer, and the measurement range of
aberrometer was divided into a 6mm-pupil area and
4mm-pupil area.
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The cylindrical axes values were converted for analysis so
that the difference of two measured values would not exceed
90 degrees. A paired t-test and bivariate correlation analysis
were performed using SPSS 18.0, and it was set to have a
significant difference if the p-value was less than 0.05

measured as well as the value measured using the
refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer
Differences
Refractive
REF–
REF–WF(4mm
p-value
Errors
WF(6mm )
)
Sphere(D)
0.15
-0.03
0.00
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Cylinder(D 0.17
0.12
0.00
Table 1 shows the average values of sphere, cylinder, and
)
SE(spherical equivalent) measured using a refractometer and
SE(D)
0.24
0.03
0.00
aberrometer. The average sphere measured by the
REF–WF(6mm): Average value subtracting the values
refractometerwas -2.47D. The average of sphere values
measured using the 6mm-aberrometer from the
measured within 6mm of pupil diameter using the
refractometer-measured values.
aberrometer was -2.63D, and the average value measured
REF–WF(4mm): Average value subtracting the values
within 4mm was -2.44D.
measured using the 4mm-aberrometer from the
Table 1: Average values of refractive errors measured
refractometer-measured values.
using the refractometer, 6mm-aberrometer, and
Pearson correlation analyses were conducted to identify
4mm-aberrometer
the relationship among the spheres measured using the
Refractive Errors
6mm
4mm
refractometer, 6mm-aberrometer, the 4mm-aberrometer. As
Refractometer Aberromete Aberromete
shown in Figure 1, the values measured by all 3 methods had
r
r
high correlations. The correlation between the
Sphere(D)
-2.47
-2.63
-2.44
4mm-aberrometer and refractometer measured values was
Cylinder(D)
-0.99
-1.16
-1.11
0.995, which was quite higher than the correlation of 0.911
SE(D)
-2.97
-3.21
-2.30
between the 6mm-aberrometer and refractometer measured
CylindricalAxis(°
121.51
120.95
122.32
values.
)
According to the results of Pearson correlation analyses
The value of cylinder measured using the refractometer
among
the cylinders measured by the 3 methods, all of the
was -0.99D, and the value of cylinder measured using the
aberrometer was -1.16D within 6mm of measurement range values had significant correlations to each other and were
and -1.11D within 4mm. The SE average values measured very high with almost 1 correlation as in the sphere(Figure
using
refractometer,
6mm-aberrometer,
and 1). The cylinder correlation between the 4mm-aberrometer
4mm-aberrometerwere
-2.97D,
-3.21D,
and and refractometer was 0.975, which was quite higher than
-2.30respectively.The average value of cylindrical axes the correlation of 0.959 between the 6mm and
measured using a refractometerwas 121.51degrees, and the refractometer(Figure 2). The SE measured by the
average values measured by 6mm-and 4mm-aberrometer 6mm-aberrometerand the refractometer had a correlation of
0.991 while the SE of 4mm-aberrometer and refractometer
were 120.95° and 122.32°respectively.
To examine the difference of sphere, cylinder, and SE showed a correlation of 0.995, thus making the correlation
values measured using the refractometer, 6mm-aberromete, between the 6mm and refractometer higher (Figure 3).
and 4mm-aberrometer, the differences of values subtracting Figure 4 shows correlations of cylindrical axes measured by
6mm-aberrometer
measured
values
from
the the 3 methods. According to the analysis result,
refractometermeasured values, and the refractometer 6mm-aberrometer and the refractometer had 0.939 of
while
the
4mm-aberrometer
and
measured values subtracting 4mm-aberrometer measured correlation
refractometerhad
0.909
of
correlation.
Unlike
the
refractive
values were shown on Table 2. The average value of
difference between the sphere value measured by the errors of above result, the correlation between the
refractometer and the sphere value measured by the 6mm-aberrometer and refractometer was higher than the
4mm-aberrometer was -0.03D, which was smaller than the correlation between 4mm-aberrometer and refractometer.
difference of 0.15D between the sphere values measured
using the refractometer and 4mm-aberrometerand had a
statistically significant difference. As for cylinders, the
difference between the refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer
values were 0.12D, which was smaller than the difference of
0.17D between the refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer
values. For SE values, the difference between refractometer
and 4mm-aberrometer values was smaller than the difference
between the refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer values as in
the sphere and cylinder. The differences were statistically
significant.
Table 2: Comparison of differences between the value
measured using the refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer
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Figure 1. Correlation between the sphere values
measured using a refractometer and aberrometer.
REF_S
:Sphere
values
measured
using
therefractometer
WF_S_6mm: Sphere values within 6mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
WF_S_4mm: Sphere values within 4mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer

Figure 3. Correlation between the SE values measured
using a refractometer and aberrometer.
REF_SE :SE values measured using the refractometer
WF_SE_6mm: SE values within 6mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
WF_SE_4mm: SE values within 4mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer

Figure 2. Correlation between the cylinder values
measured using a refractometer and aberrometer.
REF_C :Cylinder values measured using the
refractometer
WF_C_6mm: Cylindervalues within 6mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
WF_C_4mm: Cylindervalues within 4mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
Figure 4. Correlation between the cylindricalaxes
measured using a refractometer and aberrometer.
REF_A : Cylindricalaxes measured using the
refractometer
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WF_A_6mm: Cylindricalaxes within 6mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
WF_A_4mm: Cylindricalaxes within 4mm of pupil
diameter measured using the aberrometer
IV. CONCLUSION
The average difference value between the sphere value
measured by the refractometer 4mm-aberrometer was
-0.03D, which was smaller than the difference of 0.15D
between the sphere values measured by the refractometer and
6mm-aberrometer. The difference between the refractometer
and 4mm-aberrometer was 0.12D for the cylinder, which was
also smaller than the difference of 0.17D between the
refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer, and as in sphere and
cylinder, the difference between the refractometer and 4mm
aberrometer was smaller than difference between the
refractometer and 6mm-aberrometer for SE values. The
correlation analysis showed that the correlation between the
refractometer and 4mm-aberrometer was higher than the
correlation between the refractometer and the
6mm-aberrometer in all of sphere, cylinder, and SE values.
The above results show that when simple refraction values of
lower-order aberration replaced the values measured using
wave-front aberrometer, it seems more adequate to set the
measuring range to be within 4mm of pupil diameter than
6mm.
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